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Purpose / Objective:
The purpose of this Policy is to provide guidance for setting appropriate levels of fees and charges,
taking into account community benefit, user groups and corporate objectives.
This policy seeks to ensure that the following key objectives are met:
•

Efficiency — the fees are simple to administer:

•

Equity — the fees are fairly applied across a range of users considering users' capacity to
pay,

•

Effectiveness — the fees provide appropriate signals to users, value for money and ensure
that everyone contributes appropriately to the delivery of services (promoting both
efficiency and equity);

•

Clarity — users are clear about when and how fees are applied; and

•

Transparency — the nature and use of the service is easily understood and accessible to all
applicable users.

Scope of this Policy
This policy applies to all fees and charges that are listed in the Fees and Charges Schedule
published in the Annual Budget.
Background / reasons for Policy:
Local councils provide a wide range of services to their communities, often for a fee or charge. The
nature of these fees and charges generally depends on whether they relate to compulsory or
discretionary services. Some of these, such as statutory planning fees, are set by State
Government and are commonly known as 'regulatory fees'. In these cases. councils usually have
no control over service pricing.
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The Local Government Act 1989 (the Act) gives councils the power to set fees and charges to
offset the cost of providing services. A widely accepted public sector pricing principle is that fees
and charges should be set at a level that recovers the full cost of providing the services, unless
there is an overriding policy in a favour of subsidisation.
In so doing, councils must apply principles of sound financial management and need to consider a
range of 'best−value' principles including service costs and quality standards, value for money,
community expectations and values, as well as balance the affordability and accessibility of their
services.
Council must also comply with the State Government's Competitive Neutrality Policy for significant
business activities they provide and adjust their service prices to neutralise any competitive
advantages when competing with the private sector.
Policy content:
Under this policy all fees and charges are required to be reviewed by each Business Unit on an
annual basis in accordance with the policy principles at the time of preparing the Annual Budget.
Pricing Methods
Fees and charges are applied under one of two models, statutory or non−statutory:
Statutory Pricing
For some fees and charges Council's role is to administer services and apply fees which are set
or controlled under statute or funding agreement. These fees may only provide a partial recovery
of the cost of providing the service. Council will set fees at the maximum available. Examples
include specified Environmental Health and Statutory Planning fees.
Non Statutory Pricing
In determining fees and charges not regulated by statute, Council will consider the following
factors in selecting the pricing method to meet its objectives for the service:
• Balancing individual and community benefit
•

Users' ability to pay

•

Market pricing — the pricing of comparable services offered by other providers

•

Competitive neutrality (where relevant)

•

Budget implications.

The reason for the subsidy or return will assist in determining the method of pricing to select.
Considerations include whether the fee is intended to:
•

Create a financial return to council (full cost pricing);

•

Subsidise access by certain customers or recognise benefit is shared between private and
public (partial cost pricing); or

•

To provide an incentive for certain desired behaviours (incentive pricing).

The following describe each applicable pricing principle that is to be applied in each circumstance.
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Full cost recovery pricing − Price to cover direct and overhead costs.
These are services provided by Council that benefit individual customers specifically rather than
the community as a whole. The aim is to recover the direct and overhead costs associated with
providing these services:
•

Provision of information — This type of service involves the Council giving access to
information, subject to compliance with information privacy and freedom of information.

•

Damage to Council property — This involves the making good of loss or damage to Council
property.

•

Regulatory function with no social policy objective — Council performs the role to regulate
certain behaviour

Accessible pricing

− Price between full Council subsidy (no charge) to full cost recovery
covering direct and overhead costs.

Council may have an applicable social policy objective that supports accessible pricing. The
benefit of adopting a set of criteria to define a community service obligation is that it enables
Council to critically examine the reasons for engaging in the provision of a service and subsidising
it.
Appropriate situations for accessible pricing may be:
•

Where the service benefits the community as a whole as well as the individual customer.

•

Short term approach to stimulate demand for service.

•

Where charging prices at full cost recovered may result in widespread evasion or
inappropriate adoption (e.g waste disposal).

•

Where the service is targeted at those with an inability to pay. In this case, concession
fees may be considered depending upon the type of service being provided and the needs
of the customer (e.g. Home and Community Care).

•

Where there is a low number of other service providers or insufficient quantity to meet the
need, or at prices that would make the service accessible to the community.

Prices can be set from full council subsidy (no charge) to full cost recovery with various levels of
subsidisation in between. Accessible pricing will always be based on knowledge of the full cost of
providing a service and subsidies will be based on a percentage of the cost of the service.
Disincentive Pricing − Price above full cost recovery covering direct and overhead costs
at a minimum.
Councils may have an applicable policy objective that supports disincentive pricing. Council
performs the role to regulate and restrict certain behaviour.
Examples include various Local Laws fees and charges covering parking and animal
management.
Market Pricing
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Market pricing may be applied for services that provide discretionary activities without strong
social policy objectives. These activities may provide revenue support and complement other
social policy actions.
Ideally, the price should be the greater of full cost recovery and a market based price. The price
charged by competitors depends upon the marketing strategy that has been adopted and can be
determined through bench marking.
An example is sale of goods through Council's Visitor Information Centres.
National Competition Policy (NCP) Pricing
Council is required to price services that compete in the open market on a 'level playing field'
basis and to make any decision to depart from a commercial basis for pricing of services
transparent. A significant business activity subject to NCR relies on other policy documents which
describe how to identify a significant business activity and the pricing requirements that flow from
it. Examples include Building surveying services or services such as child care.
Annual Review
All prices must be subject to review to ensure that the prices determined according to the
principles described and are practical. Where a price determined according to the principles is
considered impractical. Council may amend that price subject to regulatory requirements.
A minimum increase of the Essential Services Commission (ESC) Rate Cap (announced each
December) will be applied to all fees and charges not subject to a full review of costs. The ESC
rate cap takes into account CPI, Wage Inflation and a discount for an efficiency factor.
Definitions:
National Competition Policy − The stated objective of National Competition Policy, as it applies to
the public sector. is to achieve the most efficient provision of publicly provided goods and services
through reforms designed to minimise restrictions on competition.
Responsibilities:
Directors are responsible for:
Ensuring that the Pricing Policy is used to undertake an annual review of all fees and charges
which relate to the Directorate
Managers are responsible for:
•

Undertaking an annual review of all fees and charges in accordance with the Pricing Policy
and annual budget parameters;

•

Identifying any new fees and charges that should apply and forwarding new fees proposals
to the Executive Team prior to consideration by Council for inclusion in the Fees and
Charges Schedule: and

•

Updating the Fees and Charges Schedule.

Employees are responsible for:
•

Administering the fees and charges as contained in the Fees and Charges Schedule:
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•

Providing accurate information to Managers to facilitate an annual review of all fees and
charges in accordance with the Pricing Policy; and

•

Making themselves familiar with the pricing principles for Fees and Charges in their area
and being able to explain this to customers.

Related Policies:
Revenue and Debt Collection Policy − Adopted 23 February 2016
Relevant Legislation:
Local Government Act 1989
Competitive Neutrality Policy Victoria 2000
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